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Our objective at Global Research is to recruit one thousand committed “volunteers” among
our more than 50,000 Newsletter subscribers to support the distribution of Global Research
articles (email lists, social media, crossposts). 

Do not send us money. Under Plan A, we call upon our readers to donate 5 minutes a day to
Global Research.

Global  Research  Volunteer  Members  can  contact  us  at  crg.online@yahoo.com  for
consultations  and  guidelines.

If, however, you are pressed for time in the course of a busy day, consider Plan B, Consider
Making a Donation and/or becoming a Global Research Member. 

*     *     *

Terms of Asylum and Distraction: Ecuador’s President Moreno’s “Assange Problem”

By Dr. Binoy Kampmark, April 03, 2019

The Ecuadorean response was a crowing one, arguing that the state’s treatment of Assange
was  in  accordance  with  international  law,  and  that  their  guest’s  situation  “cannot  be
extended indefinitely and (Ecuador) expects it to be resolved as soon as possible.”

Don’t be Surprised by the Latest Outbreak of Xenophobic Violence in South Africa

By Andrew Korybko, April 03, 2019

Rioters destroyed several migrant-owned businesses in the South African port city of Durban
last weekend and drove some of them from their homes in an outbreak of xenophobic
violence that many feared might portend a return to the infamous events of 2008.
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US Puppet Guaido Stripped of Immunity

By Stephen Lendman, April 03, 2019

On Monday, Venezuelan Chief Supreme Court Justice Maikel Moreno called on the nation’s
Constituent  Assembly  to  strip  Guaido  of  parliamentary  immunity  for  flouting  a  High  Court
order, banning his foreign travel without court permission, illicit financial activities, inciting
street violence, and other offenses.

Belt and Road Initiative in Full Swing in Europe

By Federico Pieraccini, April 03, 2019

Xi Jinping‘s visit to Europe confirms what many of us have been writing about over the past
few months and years, namely, the reality of an ongoing global transformation of a world
dominated  by  the  United  States  to  a  pluralistic  one  composed  of  different  powers
collectively  shaping  a  multipolar  world.

The South Dakota Legislature Has Invented a New Legal Term to Target Pipeline Protesters

By Andrew Malone and Vera Eidelman, April 03, 2019

The government of South Dakota has made it very clear that it does not like people who
protest the Keystone XL pipeline. The state’s governor has dismissed them as “out-of-
staters who come in to disrupt.”

Trump-Barr’s Manipulation of the Special Counsel Robert Mueller Report of March 22, 2019:
The Political Cover-up of the Century?

By Prof Rodrigue Tremblay, April 02, 2019

We live in a very corrupt era. A case in point is the current and scandalous manipulation of
the Mueller report by the Trump administration, with hardly any outcry from people in
authority.

The Financial Transaction Tax (FTT)

By Kavaljit Singh, April 02, 2019

Currently,  the  idea  of  a  financial  transaction  tax  (FTT)  is  gaining  in  popularity  within  the
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Democratic Party of the United States as a policy tool to curb excessive speculation and
high-frequency  trading  that  destabilizes  markets;  and  to  generate  a  significant  amount  of
revenue to finance social programs such as free college tuition.
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